Certified Sustainable Cable Maintenance
Lifetime extension, repair and fire protection of electrical cables on
LNG VESSELS AND PLANTS WORLDWIDE

PROTECTING ELECTRICAL CABLES ON LNG VESSELS AND PLANTS WORLD WIDE
Jesper Rexen, Managing Partner at Fire Security Middle East
oversees the LNG sector at Fire
Security. As a founder of Fire Security Middle East in 2003, he has
more than 15 years experience in
the field and has seen more than
twenty LNG carriers being upgraded since 2015 ranging from
MOSS type, Q-Flex, Q-Max and
conventional LNG carriers.

tion of Q-Flex, Q-Max and ARC-7 designs. These vessels carry
very costly and very sensitive cargo and can experience loss
of operations due to damaged cables on cargo pumps whilst
others have experienced small fires in their machinery spaces
which lead to high levels of loss of production. Here Fire Security’s DNV approved coating systems have been utilized for
repairs and environmental protection both on deck and for fire
technical upgrades of cables in high risk areas below deck. Fire
Security’s main objective is to enhance the safety onboard and
protect against both loss of life and loss of production in the
event of a fire.

The Global LNG market is growing
rapidly and therefore the fleet of LNG
carriers continues to experience treTel: +971 6 7478842 mendous growth. The world’s first
Fax: +971 6 7478843 LNG carrier Methane Pioneer was
Mob: +971 50 6453425 launched in January 1959 delivering
jrx@fire-security.com its cargo from the US to the UK. Since
then these types of carriers have developed into the most sophisticated commercial vessels operating on the world’s oceans. In recent years, the size and capacity
of LNG new builds has increased rapidly with the introduc-

Fire Security Middle East also operates onshore in LNG refineries and holds a three-year repair and coating contract with
Shell GTL where thousands of meters of early ageing damaged
HV cables have been repaired and coated. In 2004 Fire Security
upgraded all cables above ground fire technically for Technip
at the Oryx GTL refinery in Ras Laffan, Qatar.

Jesper Rexen
Managing Partner

FS1 is an intumescent coating
that will expand 100 times its
thickness during a fire - thus
protecting the cables from fire
damage and making sure the
cables function when needed
the most.

Fire Security Middle East delivers turnkey projects globally,
with riding crews on passage or during your dry-docking cycle
and we remain available to conduct surveys of your cables any
where in the world.

SAVING COST, SAVING ASSETS, SAVING LIVES
In a fire situation our systems will prevent:
• Ignition of the cable insulation
• Release of toxic fumes from the cable insulation
• Release of poisonous gas (HCL) from the cable insulation
• The cable tray from melting and collapsing

Will your cables survive a hydrocarbon fire?
The red curve represents the temperature of an oil fire - up
to 1100° Celsius - the temperature to which Fire Security has
tested their coatings. This is the temperature you will be facing
if you had such a fire.

Uncoated cables experience a short circuit after less than 2 minutes in a hydrocarbon fire.
Cables with FS coating will function up to 90 minutes without a short circuit.
FS
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The yellow curve shows the temperature of an ISO fire - 830°
Celsius, which is a normal cellulose fire.

How the protection works
During a fire, the coating will expand upto 100 times its
thickness, thus protecting the cable from fire damage. Coated
cables will function during a fire and be usable afterwards. If
the fire is extinguished within reasonable time, there is no need
for cable replacement.
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ELECTRICAL CABLE LIFE EXTENSION CONSISTS OF THE FOLLOWING:

DAMAGED CABLES CAN BE REPAIRED DURING NORMAL OPERATION.
NO SHUTDOWN IS REQUIRED.

Damaged electrical cable

FS coatings restore and upgrade the
cable’s fire protection, reduces the toxicity
release and delays short circuiting in a fire
scenario.

FS Coating enhances the cables UV
resistance, ozone resistance and increases
the dielectric strength.

FS Coating offers excellent mud protection,
oil and chemical protection.

FS Coating brings back and upgrades
insulation properties, FS offers to repair
cables where the outer sheath is damaged.
Repaired electrical cable
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FS is protecting electrical cables on LNG ships and plants worldwide,
including Shell’s $19bn (£12.2bn) Pearl Gas to Liquid (GTL) facility in Qatar.

FS
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CERTIFICATION

LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION

After an assignment is completed we certify the work done, the relevant standards involved and
the agreed guarantees.
FS
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LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION
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Sustainable Cable Maintenance
Protecting and prolonging the life span of electrical cables, FS has proven its worth
for decades. We have an extensive reference list stretching from industrial plants, oil
rigs and cruise ships to offshore wind farms. Our products are approved by leading
classification societies and authorities. Our core activities are:

Using warranty backed applications only, FS repairs and upgrades damaged cables.

Cable life extension

The FS coating systems upgrade your cables and extend the lifetime by up to 3 times. No other
fire protective cable coating is certified to be as resistant to UV, water, mud, oil, and a wide variety
of damaging chemicals.

Cable repair

We repair cable sheaths that are damaged by UV, oil, mud, and mechanical stress. The coating
restores the cable value, prevents future damage to cables and cable jackets, and eliminates the
need for large-scale replacement. This is done with minimum shutdown time.

Fire protection

No other cable coating system has equal or better fire protection properties. Our coating provides
superior fire protection compared to standard cables and can upgrade existing cables to the
highest fire technical standard.

SAVE LIVES / SAVE COSTS / SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT
FS
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When exposed to fire, FS intumescent coating expands up to 100 times its thickness, forming a heat-protective shield.

Certified Sustainable Solutions
FS offer certified sustainable solutions to extend cable life and avoid electrical
fire, using nothing but non-toxic materials.
Our commitment to
the environment is documented through our
DNV ISO 14001 environmental management
systems certification.

mitigates the negative end-of-life environmental impact of cables, as well as the inherent
environmental and resource cost of excessive
production and installation of new cables.

Fire Security products and systems are LEED
compliant, non-toxic, solvent-free, phosphate-free, and do not contain asbestos or any
other substance identified as being cancerogenic. Our products release no poisonous and
corrosive gases and smoke.

FS procedures are tested and approved. We deliver a turnkey solution that avoids operation
shutdown, removes the costly need for cable
replacements, and halts the spread of further
damages. Rejuvenated cables continue their
operation with a warranty backed application.

Significant reduction of
excessive production and waste

Prevention of toxic and
poisonous gasses

By extending the life of cables, FS limits the
need for resource-intensive cable replacement.
Cables contain large volumes of plastic, PVC,
XLPE in sheets and insulation. Those components are commonly incinerated openly or disposed of in landfills. Extending cable lifetimes

Our coatings prevent flame propagation and
prevent escalation from a small fire to a major incident. FS cable fire protection minimizes
impact from short circuits, removes cables as a
source of combustion and prevents the release
of toxic & poisonous gasses.

Repaired cables are fully
restored and functioning

GREENHOUSE GAS EQUIVALENCIES CALCULATIONS

The Global Warming Potential (GWP 100) of production of 1000 meters of Single Core 630 mm² Voltage Grade 64/110KV
cable is 32863 kgCO2eq. Extending the operating life of such cables and avoiding replacement has significant positive impacts.

1 meter = 82 miles

Keeping just 1 meter of
cable in service is the
equivalent of removing the
GHG emissions of an
average family car being
driven for 82 miles.

10 meters = 39,975 charges
Keeping just 10 meters of
cable in service is the
equivalent of removing the
CO2 emissions 39,975
smartphones being charged.

FS

100 meters = 1.1 tonnes

Keeping just 100 meters of
cable in service is the
equivalent of avoiding the
GHG emissions of 1.1
tonnes of unrecycled waste
in a landfill.
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1000 meters = 76 barrels

Keeping just 1000 meters of
cable in service is the
equivalent of removing the
CO2 emissions from the
consumption of 76 barrels
of oil.

FS limits the need for resource intensive cable replacement.
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Certified Sustainable Cable Maintenance
FS offer certified sustainable solutions to extend cable life
and avoid electrical fire, using non-toxic materials.

Save Lives / Save Costs / Save The Environment

Our products have been approved by leading classification societies
and authorities including U.S. COAST GUARD, IMO MED D & IMO MED B,
Lloyd’s Register, Achilles, Bureau Veritas, DNV, RINA, NMA, ABS, FM and UL

Notified Body
# 0575

Global headquarters
Skibåsen 20B, 4636 Kristiansand, NORWAY
Tel: +47 95 47 80 00 Fax: +47 38 02 15 31
Email: headquarter@fire-security.com
www.fire-security.com

